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Love can keep you healthy and

 happy, and help you face the

 problems of daily life in the

 right spirit.

-Dada J. P  Vaswani

Dada’s love was unique
 

 yet it was universal”.
 

-Didi Krishna
 

Kumari  Thadani
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"Let us not curse the darkness. let us kindle little lights."
-J.P. Vaswani 
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Sadhu Vaswani International School for Girls and
Sadhu Vaswani Mission, New Delhi welcomed Didi
Krishna Kumari, Executive Head, SVM Worldwide in
September 2022 for her Delhi Yatra. 
On 25th, the programme began with an exalted
welcome accorded to Didi by the students of Primary
School, SVISG. Didi’s talk was preceded by a satsang
in Sindhi wherein members of Sindhi Panchayat from
different parts of the city had gathered.
On September 26th, the welcome address by Dr
Manju Nichani, Rector, Sadhu Vaswani Institutes of
Learning set the tone for the event, while soulful
music immersed the audience in the light of divinity.
Didi’s lecture in English mesmerized everyone
present in the school auditorium. The occasion was
graced by Shri Yogesh Singh, Vice-Chancellor, Delhi
University and Shri Pushkar Vohra, Director & COE,
CBSE as distinguished Chief Guests for the evening.
The school was indeed privileged to host such
luminaries and felicitate them. 
On September 28th, the students welcomed Didi
with their enthralling skating and band
performances. The NCC led her to the school’s
auditorium where she interacted with the students.
Ms.Santosh Vyas, school Principal, welcomed Didi
Krishna Kumari and members of the management
committee.
Young dancers presented an impression of the great
legend of 'Mahisasura Mardini' as a token of school’s
commitment to walk along the path of Didi. The
audience was charmed with a presentation of girls
performing the art of Yoga, mental and physical
fitness in rhythm. In her formal address to the
teachers, Didi emphasized on the values that
teachers must inculcate in their daily work as they
inhabit an important role in the lives of students. 
The students and teachers carried home the elixir of
knowledge showered generously as blessings by Didi
Krishna Kumari. 

Didi Krishna Kumari’s Talk
on Self-Empowerment
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Glimpses of Didi's Visit

"Let us not curse the darkness. let us kindle little lights." 
-J.P. Vaswani 
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Glimpses of Didi's Visit
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Glimpses of Didi's Visit

True love bears all, endures all and triumphs!
-J.P. Vaswani 

 

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/747304
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- Dada J.P. Vaswani
The month-long celebration of Moment of Calm 2022 commenced with
the release of online pledge forms. A PPT was presented in the senior and
junior school assembly for filling out the form. A Yoga session was
organized for the students of classes VI- XII. A workshop was organized by
the school nurse, Ms. Bindu Jomon for the students of Sankalp to help
them acquire the importance of nurturing the body and a skill sharing craft
session was organized for the students. The Sports Department organized
a Forgiveness Drive in other schools of Delhi. Street plays were performed
by the students in English and Hindi endorsing such noble values which
our institution upholds as supreme. The Inter House Magazine Cover
Designing Competition for the school magazine, ‘Karuna’ was conducted.
Students of the Primary School designed beautiful birthday cards and the
students of SVISG Animation Club presented a short film on ‘Forgiveness’.
The mood was a somber one but the spirit in the the Sanctuary Hall of our
school was an abode of tranquility as the sacred fire was lit and Mahayaga
was performed to re-energize the self with a positive aura. The students
and teachers allowed themselves to be guided by Dadaji’s gentle words as
one of his most cherished talks, ‘You First, I Later’ was shared. The School
Counselor, Dr. Vanita Dua addressed the students of Sankalp section on
‘Heal Yourself’. The Sindhi students performed a musical play. The cheerful
Primary School students invested their love and effort to make Forgiveness
Bands as a mark of respect for their dearest Dada. A sandwich making
activity and an Inter House Poster Making Competition was also organized.
Students recited thoughts in Hindi and chanted shlokas in Sanskrit. A play
in French was enacted which depicted a historical event from the life of
King Louis VXII. Bird feeding formed one of the important activities in the
birthday celebrations. The students of the Gardening Club planted saplings
in Jashan Kunj. As a humble offering to our Beloved Dada, on his 104th birth
anniversary, a jar was placed at His Lotus Feet, containing messages of
forgiveness penned by the students and staff of SVISG. Soulful bhajans in
the Sanctuary were sung in Dada's memory. A heartfelt song on
forgiveness, “Kshama Daan, Ek Vardaan” helped us reach a state of
tranquility. The month long report was presented by the School Head Girl,
giving everyone a glimpse of the joyous celebration. As the graceful
dancers moved to the tunes of ‘Khushi Zindagi Ki’, the mesmerized
audience learnt the magic of forgiveness. The Hindi theatrical
performance, ‘Seva aur Kshama ka Mahatva’ proved to be a great learning
experience for all of us. The sagacious words of our vivacious School
Manager, Ms Sunita Malkani lifted our spirits.The School Principal, Ms
Santosh Vyas greeted the august assembly with her compassionate words.
The School Magazine, Karuna and the Meatless Day pledge forms were
released. The exemplary performers of 2021-22 were felicitated with
awards by the School Manager and School Principal. The Forgiveness
Prayer was read out. The MOC Convener, Ms Vandita Kharbanda,
proposed the Vote of Thanks. The Moment of Calm at 2 pm, followed by
the Langar Sewa in the school premises were offered.

The Spark of Compassion Takes us Closer to God

"Wealth does not count; words do not count; actions count".
-J.P. Vaswani 

 



"Success is the ability to be happy and make others happy; the ability to love and be loved"
—J.P.Vaswani

 

As the school geared up for our Rev
Sadhu Vaswani's 163rd birth
anniversary, month long activities
were taken up to his birthday of
November 25th. These activities
were designed to propagate the
message of 'Compassion : A Divine
Attribute'. 

The day marking the grand
celebration of the 143rd birth
anniversary of our revered Sadhu
Vaswani commenced with a cultural
programme consisting of a dance
dramatization and a song prepared
by the students of the school to
propagate the message of turning
meatless.

On the day of the birth anniversary,
our admirable Principal, Ms. Santosh
Vyas addressed the gathered
audience. Ms. Malini Mathrani,
Secretary, Sadhu Vaswani Mission
also honored the audience with her
wise words. School Manager, Ms.
Sunita Malkani praised the efforts of
the students in following the ideals
of the  revered Gurudev and in all
activities that they took part in. The
cake cutting ceremony had
everyone sing joyously for the
revered Gurudev ji. 

The programme came to an end as
the Meatless Day Coordinator of the
school, Ms. Anjali Ahuja delivered
the Vote of Thanks. The programme
concluded with the offering of
langar for all.

Sadhu Vaswani's 143rd Birth
Anniversary Celebrations
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Green Campus
Programme Award

Our school successfully completed The
Climate Project Foundation’s Green Campus
Programme Award under the Gold Category
for 2022. Twenty two teachers of our
school attended the training workshop
organized by Climate Reality India in
December 2020. This was followed by
submission of green campus audit forms by
our team of teachers. Auditing was done for
six different areas including Air Quality,
Waste, Energy, Biodiversity, Water and
Climate Change Innovation. The reports
were submitted in February 2022. Also two
case studies on Rainwater Harvesting and
Biodiversity were submitted in April 2022. It
was a great learning experience and
inspiration to keep working further for the
betterment of environment. Our school was
awarded with a trophy and certificate
during the 4th International Conference on
Sustainability Education- ICSE 2022 on 10th
September, 2022. 

School Awards

Team Kruu extended a warm welcome to
our school. Our school was bestowed with
the title of 'Ambassador School' and also
received the official Ambassador plaque.

Ambassador School
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         "The best sleeping pill is a clear conscience "

-J.P. Vaswani 
 



                “A happy mind is the greatest aid to a healthy body.” 
–J.P. Vaswani

 

Board Results 

A.I.S.S.C.E  CLASS XII (2021-22)
 

SUBJECT WISE TOPPERS

STREAM WISE TOPPERS

 A.I.S.S.E  CLASS X (2021 - 22)
TOP SCORERS

SUBJECT WISE TOPPERS
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Co-Scholastic Achievements 

 Jagrivi Marwah of X C secured second
position in District Level Debate
Competition.
 Gurliv Kaur of IX A, Jagrivi Marwah of X C,
Sonakshi Tanwar of IX A, Mayookha Hari
of X A and Ishika Gaur of X C bagged
second position in Stage-a Thon
competition organised by DPS RK Puram.
 Sharnali Sur of IX A secured third
position in Extempore competition in
senior category at Zonal level organised
by DOE.
 Riya participated in the CBSE Expression
series on People Who Gave Us The 75th
Year of Independence.  Her painting got
selected and she was awarded for the
same in Parliament house on 31st
October, 2022.

1.

2.

3.

4.

VI-VIII XI-XII 
 Vanshika of Class VIII A secured 2nd
position and won a reward of ₹10,000 in
an Essay Writing competition organized
by Universal Postal Union. 
 Kanak Chaddha of class VIII B secured
2nd position in Declamation Jr.
competition at Zonal level organized by
DOE.
 Rashi rajapati VIII, got 3rd position at
State Level in Delhi State  for solo tabla
playing.

1.

2.

3.

IX-X

Mehar Kaur Bindra XII-D bagged the
first position in Vocal Music Zonal Folk
song, Vocal Music Zonal Patriotic song
and second position in Vocal Music
District level Folk song, Vocal Music
District level Patriotic song, Vocal Music
District level Qawwali.
Astuti Sharma XII-D bagged the first
position in Vocal Music Zonal Folk song,
Vocal Music Zonal Patriotic song, Vocal
Music Qawwali Zonal and second
position in Vocal Music District level
Folk song, Vocal Music District level
Patriotic song, Vocal Music District level
Qawwali.
Tanya Singh XII D bagged the first
position in an online inter-school
photography competition by Bal Bharati
Public School, Noida. The prize for first
position was JBL earphones .
Hitanshi Jain XII D and Sheena XII C
bagged the first position in an inter
school music album making competition
at Tagore International at their Annual
Polaroid Event.
Mishelle Mahesh Kapoor XII C, bagged
the second position in 'Snapshots' a
photography competition hosted by
Indraprastha International School and 
 received a trophy for the same.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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"The man of true compassion serves without judgement.."

-J.P. Vaswani 
 



Jivika Tokas won a Gold at the Khelo
India Women’s National League and
Ranking Tournament North Zone
held at Dehradun, from 5th to 9th
Sep. 2022.

Zonal Yoga Competitions:(19th to 21st Sep. 2022)

1. Kanishka IV C  - Gold Medal
2. Diya IV A          -  Silver Medal
3. Vedika IV C      -  Bronze Medal

Sports Achievements 

Zonal Athletics: (1st to 3rd Sep. 2022)
The March past contingent of SVISG
bagged the second position - Zonal
March past competition.

Zonal Games: (Aug. to Sep. 2022)

Jivika Tokas (IX B) and Yashi Tokas (VIII
B) won Gold and Bronze medal
respectively at the 10th Cadet and
Junior National Kurash Championship
held at Rothak, Haryana, from 26th to
28th Aug. 2022. 

"Through service of mankind we can wipe away much of our bad karma"
-J.P. Vaswani 
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Palak Garg of X C served in the capacity of USG Logistics at Bal Bhawan International
School, Dwarka held on 8th and 9th October 2022.
Divi Chaprana of X B served in the capacity of USG Marketing at Bal Bhawan
International School, Dwarka held on 8th and 9th October 2022.
Divi Chaprana of X B bagged the Best Delegate Award in UNHRC at St. Marks School,
Janakpuri held on 27th and 28th August 2022.
Divi Chaprana of X B bagged the Special Mention Award in UNESCO at GD Goenka Public
School, Model Town held on 15th and 16th July 2022.
Ananya Pandey of XII B served in the capacity of Chairperson in the executive board
panel of UNGA at Saint Kabir Public School, Chandigarh held on 9th and 10th November
2022.
Ananya Pandey of XII B served in the capacity of Vice Chairperson in the executive board
panel of UNICEF at The Dais MUN held on 27th and 28th January 2022.
Ananya Pandey of XII B served in the capacity of Rapporteur in the executive board panel
of UNCSW at Indira Gandhi Delhi Technical University for Women held on 27th and 28th
January 2022.
Ananya Pandey of XII B served in the capacity of Rapporteur in the executive board panel
of UNHRC at SLS DAV Public School, Mausam Vihar held on 4th and 5th November 2022.
Ananya Pandey of XII B served in the capacity of Rapporteur in the executive board panel
of UNCSW at St Frances De Sales School held on 11th and 12th November 2022.
Ananya Pandey of XII B bagged the Best Delegate Award in UNCSW at Ahlcon
International School, Mayur Vihar held on 28th October 2022.
Ananya Pandey of XII B bagged the Best Delegate Award in UNCSW at The Modern
School, Faridabad held on 29th and 30th October 2022.
Ananya Pandey of XII B bagged the Best Delegate Award in UNCSW at Kothari
International School, Noida held on 28th and 29th May 2022.
Ananya Pandey of XII B bagged the Special Mention Award in UNHRC at Management
Development Institute, Gurgaon held on 3rd and 4th December 2022.
Ananya Pandey of XII B bagged the Special Mention Award in UNCSW at University
Institute of Engineering and Technology, Punjab University held on 4th and 5th June
2022.
Ananya Pandey of XII B bagged the Special Mention Award in UNCSW at GD Goenka
Public School, Model Town held on 15th and 16th July 2022.
Ananya Pandey of XII B bagged the Special Mention Award in UNHRC at Bal Bhawan
International School, Dwarka held on 8th and 9th October 2022.
Ananya Pandey of XII B from Sadhu Vaswani International School for Girls won the Best
Delegate award for representing Montenegro in UNCSW and for exemplary performance
in the committee. She received a certificate, gift hamper and cash prize of 6000 INR for
the same.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

MUN Achievements 

"The Guru is the “eye” surgeon, who can restore our inner vision."
-J.P. Vaswani 
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      “Be like the rain which giveth itself to all.”

—J.P.Vaswani
 

With great inspiration and exhilaration, the Literary Week was observed from 04 July to 08
July 2022 for classes III and IV wherein students participated in various activities. The
activities were designed with an aim to enhance spoken and written expression and to foster
reading habit among learners.  
The Literary Week commemorated the UN Theme of the Year 2022 – International Year of
Glass. Breaking the Glass Ceiling,  Glass Scavenger Hunt, Glass-wise, Glass Decor were some
of the innovative activities that were taken up. The week long celebration was planned to
hone listening and verbal skills, decision making, creativity and abstract thinking, which
turned out to be an extremely engaging experience blended with learning and fun. 

Literary Week

To empower the young students of our School with
the essential skills of financial and digital literacy,
the school conducted a workshop on ‘Passport to
Earning (P2E)’ in November 2022 for XI-XII. It is a
flagship initiative by UNICEF in collaboration with
CBSE. The workshop was conducted by Ms.
Rukshi and coordinated by Ms. Sheerja Kapur and
Ms. Rupali Kapoor. Ms. Rukshi introduced the
program to the inquisitive minds and presented the
wide range of curated courses which are being
made available to the schools across the country.
It was a very informative, interactive and engaging
workshop that enabled the students to learn the
significance of the 21st century skills and prompted
them to enroll in these programs.

“The future belongs to those who learn more skills and combine them in
creative ways”.

Passport to Earning Workshop
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"A concentrated and controlled mind is man's best friend"
- J.P. Vaswami

A Training Session on Happiness, Deshbhakti & Entrepreneurship
Mindset Curricula, hosted by Action Committee of Unaided
Recognised Private Schools at Mount Abu Public School, Rohini was
attended by the teachers (Ms. Neha Bhavnani, Ms. Priyanka Sahdev
and Ms. Seerat Kaur) on 2nd April 2022. The session witnessed the
gracious presence of Hon’ble Director of Education Shri Himanshu
Gupta (IAS) Govt of NCT Delhi, Principal Advisor to Director of
Education Shri Shailendra Sharma Ji, Consultant to Director of
Education Shri Yogesh Pratap Ji, DDE Private Schools Branch Shri
Yogesh Pal Singh Ji, DDE NWB Smt Savita Drall Ji, DDE Smt Nirupama
Ji, OSD Shri BK Pandey Ji, Dignitaries-Officials-Trainers from DOE.
Office Bearers, executive & general members of Action Committee of
Unaided Pvt Schools - one of India’s largest private schools body. A
galaxy of school heads and educators from all across Delhi also
participated in the session. It was an insightful session that
emphasised on the relevance of ‘Mindset Training’ to achieve
happiness at all levels and highlighted the features of Happiness
Curriculum and its impact on students. 

Training Session-Happiness,
Deshbhakti & Entrepreneurship

Mindset Curricula

Mishelle Mahesh Kapoor, a Class XI student of the Sadhu
Vaswani International School for Girls, NewDelhi-21,
became a winner in 'Painting and Decorating' category of
Junior Skills Championship 2021, conducted by National Skill
Development Corporation NSDC in partnership with the
CBSE. She was awarded with a silver medal and cash prize of
Rs. 30,000 at the felicitation ceremony held at India Habitat
Centre, New Delhi on 02 April 2022 in the presence of Shri
Rajesh Agarwal, Secretary, Ministry of Skill Development and
Entrepreneurship and Dr Vineet Joshi, Chairman, CBSE.
Junior Skills is a championship organised for students from
classes VI to XII in ten emerging skill categories in
accordance with the National Education Policy 2020.Over
two lakh students of classes 6 to 12 registered in ten
emerging vocations such as Web Technologies, IT software
solution, Visual Merchandising, Graphic Design, Fashion
Technology, Mobile Robotics, Painting and Decorating, Solar
Energy, Innovative Business Ideas, and Photography.  

JUNIOR SKILL
FELICITIATION CEREMONY 
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“The children of today are the builders of a brave new world—a world without want!”

—J.P.Vaswani
 

Earth Day was commemorated on 22nd April
2022  to spread awareness about environmental
protection in accordance with the theme this
year- 'Invest in Our Planet.' Many activities were
conducted including poster making, slogan
writing, poem writing and recitation, essay
writing, and lectures on 'Phasing Out Single-Use
Plastic'. A pledge was also taken by all the
students during assembly to contribute towards
creating a plastic-free India. A quiz on Plastic
Waste Management Act 2016 was conducted to
sensitize students about the same. Students
from Pre-Primary to Senior School
enthusiastically participated in the activities
and vowed to pursue the cause of environment. 

Earth Day 2022

World Environment Day was commemorated in our school
by motivating students to plant saplings at their homes to
contribute to the cause of greening the environment.
Teachers and students attended a webinar on 'Environmental
Legal Literacy- Zero Waste Life Style', as per a circular from
the Directorate of Education regarding the celebration of
Environment Day. 
Our school participated in the poster-making competition on
‘Elimination of Single Use Plastics’ and video message
competition on ‘Reuse of Plastic Waste’, organized by the
Department of Environment, and also participated in the
event 'Harit Utsav' celebrated on 5th June at Indira Gandhi
Stadium Complex. Our students also contributed to the Save
Soil Movement by writing letters to the Honourable Prime
Minister to give further impetus for a Govt policy to save soil.
We were also a part of the Conscious Planet-Save Soil Event
organized at the Vigyan Bhawan.  

World Environment
 Day 2022
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“Good health is a precious gift. Without it, all other gifts taste insipid.”
—J.P.Vaswani

Seventeenth Sadhu Vaswani
Inter School Yoga Competition 

Sadhu Vaswani International School for Girls, New Delhi hosted the 17th Inter-School Yoga
Competition on 26th July 2022 emphasizing the importance of yoga in our lives. The program
started with a welcome speech by the Principal, Ms.Santosh Vyas, about the need for Yoga
and the popularity it has gained globally due to its innumerable benefits. The program was
carried forward by excellent performances of the participants in both Group and Rhythmic
Yoga categories. 
The esteemed jury members, Mr. Lalit Madan, and Ms. Oshin Satija, judged the performances
on the basis of posture, breath control, costume, and flexibility. The performance and the
commitment witnessed during the event were praiseworthy.  It was encouraging to see the
participation from students of various schools who were full of vigor and enthusiasm. The
students raised the bar yet again and performed many difficult asanas with utmost ease,
grace, agility, and flexibility. 
The program ended with the school Vice-principal Ms. Rajni Tekchanadani proposing the 
Vote of Thanks. 

RHYTHMIC YOGA

GROUP YOGA

Results
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“ A true optimist will find a ray of hope in every difficult situation.”
—J.P.Vaswani

The annual Eco-meet was organized by the
Eco-Club of our school on July 28, 2022, to
commemorate World Nature Conservation
Day. It aimed at developing a positive attitude
towards nature and its gifts and spreading
awareness about the importance of sustaining
the environment. 
The Eco-clubs of neighboring schools were
invited to the meeting. This time eight schools
participated in the event.   
The program started with the release of the
third edition of our Eco-Club    Newsletter-
‘Sanjeevini,’ by the School Principal, Ms.
Santosh Vyas. The Principal, in her address,
lauded the efforts of schools, and students in
particular, in taking up the cause of the
environment. Various activities were
organized for the event, which included a play
on renewable and non-renewable energy
resources, a quiz on Delhi’s flora, and a video
on climate change. An activity on naming the
plants was conducted, using Google Lens, in
which the teachers and students of other
schools could scan and retrieve information
and learn the scientific names of that
particular plant.  
On display were several posters on ‘Say No to
Single Use Plastic’, project work by students
on ‘Sustainable Practices for Sustainable
Future’, and a ‘Bartan Bhandar’ as an
alternative to plastic/thermocouple/paper
glasses and mugs. 
During the Van Mahotsav week in July,
saplings procured from the Government
nursery were planted. A few were distributed
to the participating Eco-Club members. 
The students and teachers participated in all
the activities enthusiastically and vowed to
pursue environment-friendly practices in
their schools and society, so as to forge a
sustainable future. 

Annual Eco-Meet 2022
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“ 
Sadhu Vaswani International School for Girls held its Junior School Investiture Ceremony on
July 29, 2022, to bestow the deserving students of the Primary School with the responsibility
of leading the Junior School with honor. The event commenced with the Lighting of the
Lamp. 
Student Council members marched sprightly and splendidly in sync with the beating of the
drums to receive their badges. The elected appointees were invested with their respective
designations followed by the swearing-in ceremony. The Student Council pledged to uphold
the school's values and ideals in high esteem. The proud parents' happiness knew no bounds
when badges and sashes were conferred on the newly elected Student Council. 
School Principal, Ms. Santosh Vyas addressed the gathering and congratulated the newly
appointed council members. She motivated the young leaders and reminded them that they
were the torch bearers and urged them to take responsibility with commitment and
integrity. She also inspired them to be dutiful and responsible in carrying out their assigned
roles. 
The outgoing Head Girl, Ashlen Verma spoke about her experiences and expressed her
gratitude to teachers and students for their cooperation.  
The event culminated with the incoming Head Girl, Sneha Jha’s speech wherein she shared
her plan of action for the betterment of the School. 
The zeal of the Council was reflected in their confidence and dedication to execute their
duties.  

Junior School Investiture
 Ceremony 2022-23

Leadership is the capacity to translate vision into reality”
 

"The secret of relaxation is in these three words: ‘Let it go!"
-J.P. Vaswani 
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Senior School Investiture
 Ceremony 2022-23

On 3rd September 2022 the annual SVISG investiture was conducted with much zest and
zeal. The ceremony started with the auspicious lamp lighting by the Principal Ms. Santosh
Vyas, Vice Principal Ms. Rajini Teckchandani and parents. 

After seeking the blessings of beloved Dadaji the ceremony officially began with house
prefects, Vice Captains and Captains of Godavari House, Ganga House, Yamuna House and
Sindhu House respectively being felicitated with their badges. Subsequently the editorial
board and office bearers were commemorated with their positions. 
The novel student council pledged to perform their duties with earnest pre-eminence and
uphold the values of the school. 

The outgoing head girl Saanvi Singh fondly articulated the minutiae of her journey through
the last year and thanked all who made it memorable. The newly commemorated head girl
Pranjal Kaur followed by expounding upon her station thanking the school for the same
while promising to lead and act with distinction. 
School Principal Santosh Vyas then congratulated the former badge holders on their
leadership and welcomed the recent council. She encouraged every member to maintain
collective morale and persevere through all odds. The ceremony officially concluded with a
vote of thanks for all the guests, parents, teachers and students thanking them for their
presence on this felicitous occasion.
  

Leadership is an action, not a position.

"Health is a gift of God and a priceless possession. We must take care of it before we fall ill! 
- Dada J. P. Vaswani

 



"True success, true happiness lies in freedom and fulfillment"
 J. P. Vaswani

Ahead of the Raksha Bandhan festival, the
honourable Defence Minister, Rajnath Singh
promised school students that he would send
their handmade rakhis to soldiers defending the
country. 
Raksha Bandhan, a bond of protection is meant to
protect anyone whom we care for. When soldiers
are guarding our borders day in and day out, we
have already formed a bond of protection with
them even if we have never seen them or met
them in person. 
On this occasion, the students of Sadhu Vaswani
International School for Girls sent self-made
rakhis for the valiant soldiers guarding the
borders. With lots of love and gratitude, the
students enthusiastically packed the rakhis in the
boxes sent by “Roti Bank”.  

Rakhis for Soldiers 

The Primary School celebrated the 75th Independence Day
with great patriotic spirit and zeal. 
The tricolor, a symbol of purity and prosperity was unfurled
by the School Principal, Ms. Santosh Vyas, followed by the
National Anthem. A thought-provoking speech on
Independence Day was delivered by the students of class V.  
The spirit of patriotism is important for understanding the
true value of Independence and patriotic songs are one of the
best means to do so. To instill the feeling of love and respect
for our great nation, the school choir immersed everyone in
the mellifluous tunes of a heartfelt song dedicated to our
motherland.  
The 'Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav' was solemnized with an
enthralling rendition by our young patriots who depicted the
true meaning of freedom and the spirit and potential of the
people of India who have been a constant source of
contribution to the success and growth of the country. 
The celebration culminated with a stately address by the
School Principal, reminding everyone of their duty towards
the nation.

Independence Day Celebration
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The Primary School hosted its Annual Exhibition
on 20 August 2022. Mr. Akhlesh Agarwal,
Program Founder, of 'I Love Science' graced the
occasion as the esteemed Chief Guest. The
exhibition was a blend of Science, Technology,
Literature, and Arts, wherein the students
presented their exhibits woven around the 17
Sustainable Development Goals as established
by the United Nations. They portrayed several
stimulating activities that ensured the effective
development of their cognitive, creative,
imaginative, linguistic, and motor skills.
Curriculum-related activities and toy-based
learning through games, puppets, letters, words,
and numbers were exhibited by the students of
Pre- Primary School. Various concepts of Maths
were displayed and meticulously explained by
the cheerful learners. The exhibition also
boasted various fun and engaging enjoyable
activities to explain the basic concepts of
English and Hindi grammar. The students also
narrated stories with the help of puppets to
demonstrate the importance of the judicious
use of resources. The students also creatively
incorporated the theme and beautifully
depicted the art-integrated projects through
speeches, poem recitations, stories, posters,
flashcards, puppets, and sorting games. Some of
the highlights of the event were the SVISG
Green Campus Model, Road Construction and
toys made from waste material, Solar Power
Irrigation System, Sustainable Smart City,
Mathematical Jingle, Art Forms of India, and
Modern Art Forms. The exhibition provided an
ideal forum for the students to display their
knowledge, creativity, analytical skills, and
talent. It not only boosted their confidence but
also provided an edifying experience that
facilitated the development of a scientific
temperament and creative tenor. 

Annual Exhibition 
Build a Culture of Innovation 

Classes Pre-Primary– V 
 

        "Life without forgiveness is like a temple without light."
-J.P. Vaswani 
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“ Right mindfulness is the key to peace and joy.”

—J.P.Vaswani

 

Sadhu Vaswani International School for Girls organized its
16th inter- school Biotechnology Meet on 23 August 2022.
Well-known schools from all across Delhi-NCR were invited
to participate in this Meet, which witnessed an overwhelming
response from twelve schools.  
The participants presented their original research work and
supported it with a PowerPoint Presentation. The judges for
the program were Dr. Pradeep Kumar Burma, Professor,
Department of Genetics, South Campus, University of Delhi,
and Dr. Gopaljee Jha, Scientist, National Institute for Plant
Genome Research.  
The first position was secured by Bluebells International
School, Kailash Colony, the second position by SVISG, and the
third position by Ahlcon International School, Mayur Vihar.  
The scientists in the making were motivated by our School
Principal, Ms. Santosh Vyas, and were inspired by the veteran
judges for further develop the spirit of research and
discovery among them. 

Inter-School
 Biotechnology Meet 2022 

On the 26th of November 2022, thirty-seven students
from classes XI and XII  along with two teachers got the
opportunity to visit the exhibition on “Vaccines:
Injecting Hope” held at the National Science Centre,
New Delhi. The exhibition incorporated various
concepts from all the branches of science:
Astrophysics, Physics, Ancient Science, The Evolution
of Human life, and Molecular Biology as well. In the
exhibition, a whole section was recently attributed to
the pandemic of Coronavirus wherein, one exhibit
showed a replica of the virus at eight million times its
real size, seen suspended and imprisoned in glass
accompanied by an infographic zooming table.
Students could explore and learn about the various
spheres of science with a practical approach. 

Exhibition in National
Science Centre
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The Teachers’ Day of 2022 was held with great efficacy and vitality on 5th September 2022.
The event was full of ardor and passion, with the current XIIth grade dressed in ravishing
ethnic suits as school teachers while other students performed beautifully to express their
gratitude towards them. Initially, our distinguished teachers, walked the ramp as the School’s
Vice Head Girl, Akansha Saha, and Senior School Captain, Prakriti Grover, quoted citations
for each one of them. The teachers were presented with flowers filled with endearment from
the current 12th-grade students. Our honorable School Manager, Ms. Sunita Malkani,
Principal, Ms. Santosh Vyas, Vice Principal, Ms. Rajni Teckchandani, Head Mistress, Ms.
Deepti Sharma, Middle School Coordinator, Ms. Rachna Saxena, Senior School Coordinator,
Ms. Tanu Arora, Senior Secondary School Coordinator, Ms. Sheerja Kapoor lit candles as
everyone joined hands and sought Dada JP Vaswani’s and Dada TL Vaswani’s blessings. The
students of the IXth grade also presented an enthralling dance performance on Ganesh
Vandana which filled the room with a loud round of applause. The Principal addressed the
students regarding the significance of teachers in our life and motivated them to celebrate
every day as Teachers’ Day. A poem on the importance of Guru was presented by Jagrivi
Marwah of Class Xth and a vocal performance by the students of class 11th. The celebration
finally came to an end with a series of dance performances including hip hop and retro with
almost 50 students performing to present their gratitude towards teachers. The retro dance
performance transported the teachers to the golden era of the 90s and filled the auditorium
with joy and happiness. The grand finale was presented on Uff Teri Ada which brought the
entire Senior School and teachers to the dance floor and celebrate the presence of their
Gurus. 

The Golden Era of Gurus

        "Forgiveness builds bridges between broken relationships."
-J.P. Vaswani 
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World Space Week was celebrated in
the school on 7th October, 2022. 
An Interhouse Astronomy quiz was
organized for the senior school
students on the topic “Indian Space
Mission, Satellites and Women in
Space”. The participating teams
performed exceptionally well and gave
a tough competition to each other.
While preparing and answering the
quiz they got a better insight of the
work done by ISRO.   
An Interhouse Poster making
competition on the theme “Space and
Sustainability” was also organized for
the middle school students.
An Astronomy Fair was organized by
the members of Astronomy club for the
primary school, in which various
interesting activities and recreational
games were performed to develop an
understanding of the basic concepts of
space and astronomy. They learned
about the existence of the black hole by
understanding the “life cycle of a
massive star”.  The working of satellite
was well explained through the satellite
model. The different phases of the
moon were shown in an interesting
way using white bread. They learned
about the solar system with the help of
a well-defined 3- D model of the Solar
System. Fun games like ‘WHO AM I?’
helped them to enhance their
knowledge about the various planets
and their characteristics.  
The astronomy fair not just gave a
joyful experience to the students but
also made them aware of the
importance of astronomy and space
science. 

 Astronomy Fair

        "Keep the body pure and strong, and it will radiate light."
-J.P. Vaswani 
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Interact club is a Rotary-sponsored service club for students in the age group 14-18.  Interact
gives young people an opportunity to participate in fun, meaningful service projects. The
club also aims to create leadership qualities in the students. The Interact club also creates
awareness of social and environmental issues among the students. The club believes in the
motto of 'Service Before Self'. The students participated in various activities which included
the ‘Best Out of Waste’ campaign, winter clothes collection drive, e-waste collection drive,
and ‘Save Water Campaign’.
Some of the activities conducted in the session were:

Workshop on Menstrual Hygeine1.

2. Interact Club Installation Ceremony

On May 19th, 2022, the Club, in collaboration with
Bravehearts, an NGO, and My Cara, a women-driven
enterprise organized a workshop on Menstrual
Hygiene in the school auditorium.
 The purpose of this event was to create awareness of
menstrual hygiene and the importance of using
environment-friendly sanitary pads. The team which
came to the school included  Ms. Sarah D Rawat,
Director of Indian Bravehearts, Mr. Vaibhav Tripathi
and Ms. Jyoti Sharma, Co-founders of My Cara, an
enterprise committed to providing sustainable sanitary
products at affordable rates, and Ms. Teeya, a student
volunteer. The team had an interactive session with
the students and further encouraged them to be a part
of the sustainable cause through the use of eco-
friendly sanitary pads and break stigmas around the
subject of menstruation.

The Interact Club’s Installation ceremony was
conducted on 16th August 2022. The new president of
the club, Vanya Verma read the new projects for the
session 2022-23. The new Interact Club team pledged
to work for the bettterment of society.

     COMMUNITY SERVICE -
INTERACT CLUB (2022-23)

 

        "The greatest power lies in Prayer & Recitation of Name Divine."
-J.P. Vaswani 
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3. Save Water Campaign – ‘Hum Bhi Jal Rakshak’

Students of the Club participated in the save water campaign
and believe that countless small actions made by individuals
can lead to big changes in the environment and for our
community.

4. Achievements
Motivation is a powerful force in leadership. When you are
faced with challenges, you must have a steadfast will to keep
pushing. This is one of the many qualities of an Interact Club
leader. For developing leadership qualities, students of the
Interact club are encouraged to participate in various
training sessions organized by the Rotary club. 
Vanya Verma (President, of Interact Club) and Yutika
Abichandani (Vice -President of Interact Club ) attended the
District Interact Training session (DITS) on 7th October 2022
at M.L Khanna DAV Public School, Dwarka , New Delhi. 

Manya Arora, Janhvee Sharma, Mahima Gaur and Banisha
Sehrawat attended the District Interact Leadership
Assembly on November 11, 2022 at  Apeejay School, Sheikh
Sarai, New Delhi.

Film Making & Graphics,
Animation Club - CHINH 

Mishelle Mahesh Kapoor of class 12-
C stood second at the international
filmmaking competition held at the
United Nations in New York City on
December 22nd, 2021. Her movie,
'Blessing in Disguise', won the Peace
in the Streets Global Film Festival
Award from the Peacemaker Corps
organization in the UN. It was
selected among 140+ films received
and won the second position in
Peace in the Streets Global Film
Festival Award. She received a shield
for the same.

              "Fear and Faith cannot exist together."
-J.P. Vaswani 
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On 15th October 2022, students of class XI got a fruitful
opportunity to attend a career fair organised by the School
Counsellor, Dr Vanita Dua and the Senior School
Coordinator, Ms. Sheerja Kapur. They had an avid
discussion with representatives from a number of
prestigious universities like O.P. Jindal Global University.
Technology University, IILM University, Latrobe University
and many more. The students were made acquainted with
the various courses and the curriculum that the
aforementioned universities offered. Moreover, a discussion
regarding several competitions and programmes was
started, which counselled the learners about the  admission
process of various universities. The event's highlight was an
enlightening seminar that briefed the students about the
options to choose from the pool of a plethora of career
opportunities. It was a benefitting experience for the
learners to get aware of several paths that they can pursue,
their career objectives and the preparation to pursue the
same. The fair facilitated more clarity and assurance into
students’ minds regarding their careers and goals. 

Career Fair 

Sadhu Vaswani International School for Girls
celebrated the Unity Day by organising a Unity Run
for students of the Senior School in which around
350 students participated. The Principal, Ms
Santosh Vyas stressed on the  significance of the
day and the  contribution of the great leader Sadar
Vallabhbhai Patel in her bruef speech to the
students and flagged off the Run.The students  also
took the Unity Pledge along with their
classteachers. In addition, there was there was an
essay writing activity conducted on the topic-
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel @ New Bharat View 2047.
 The digital exhibition on Sardar Patel was also
shown to all the students.Poster making activities
on the theme of Unity were also conducted to
commemorate the occasion. 

Rashtriya Ekta Diwas

        "A single breath is more precious than all the wealth of the world!"
-J.P. Vaswani 
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Sadhu Vaswani International School for Girls celebrated its Annual Day for the Junior School  
on 11th November 2022 on the theme Joie de Vivre: Grit and Grace. The event was was an
aim to enhance the hidden potentials and talents in every student and give them a platform
to exhibit and showcase the same. The Chief Guest for the event was renowned clinical
psychologist Dr. Aruna Broota. The programme began with the Invocation Ceremony by
Lighting the Lamp of Knowledge and seeking the blessings of the revered Gurus, Sadhu T L
Vaswani and Dada J P Vaswani. The esteemed members of the management who graced the
occasion with their presence were Ms. Malini Mathrani, Secretary, SVM, Dr. Nina Lakhani,
Treasurer, SVM and Ms. Sunita Malkani, Manager,SVISG. 
 The program began with students performing a dance invoking Goddess Durga to bless us
with her sublime power to face all challenges of life.  
To celebrate and thank Mother Earth, the young students sang in their melodious voices a
song themed Nurture Nature reminding everyone to be sensitive and thankful for the
bounties Mother Earth provides us.  
Following Dada’s advice who believed that “Finding your soul is the essence of spirituality”,
the young yogis of SVISG skilfully demonstrated yoga asanas to help strengthen our mind
and body and encouraged the audience to make yoga a part of their lifestyle. 
The annual day play titled, Helen Keller: The Indomitable Soul glorified that unflinching spirit
needed to conquer all odds and obstacles in our lives and carve a niche for ourselves. The
young performers of the play touched the hearts of everyone with their power packed
performance which was a display of their hard work as well as a belief in the theme
themselves. 
 Demonstrating a perfect combination of foot tapping music and well- timed beats, the
young students presented an aerobics performance. 
 The Shiv Tandav performance showcased the Journey of the Soul.  The dance represented
the cosmic dance of Lord Shiva and described the fearless Shiva and His eternal beauty in
great detail.  
The Primary School report was read by the Primary School Captain, Vaanya Verma. 
The Principal, Ms Santosh Vyas presented the Annual School Report to showcase the
academic and co-curricular achievements of the school. The School Manger, Ms. Sunita
Malkani expressed her sincere thanks to the teachers for ensuring both quality education
and seamless holistic development of the students and to the parents for continuing to
support the school in all its endeavours. Dr Aruna Broota touched the hearts of all present by
narrating incidents from her life as a student and advised parents to follow positive
reinforcement in order to make students successful and happy. 
Ms. Deepti Sharma, Headmistress, proposed the Vote of Thanks. She also whole heartedly
thanked the parents for their continuous support to the school. 

    
     

ANNUAL DAY CELEBRATIONS 
 (JUNIOR SCHOOL) 2022

        "Seek the One, and you will find the All."
-J.P. Vaswani 
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“Good health is a precious gift. Without it, all other gifts taste insipid.”
—J.P.Vaswani

Sadhu Vaswani International School for Girls celebrated its Annual Day for the Middle
School on 12th November 2022 on the theme Joie de Vivre: Apotheosis Through Resilience.
The Chief Guest for the event was Dr. Amarendra Behera, Joint Director, Central Institute of
Educational Technology. The programme began with the Invocation Ceremony by Lighting
the Lamp of Knowledge.
The esteemed members of the management who graced the occasion with their presence
were Ms. Malini Mathrani, Secretary, SVM, Ms. Sunita Malkani, Manager, SVISG and Ms. Nina
Lakhani, Treasurer, SVM. 
The school orchestra performance ‘Aab’, a mesmerizing fusion of string, percussion, wind
and key instruments showcasing ‘Kalavati’, ‘Meghmalhar’ and more ragas.
To demonstrate the rich cultural tradition of India a fusion of three classical dance forms
themed, ‘Amalgam’ stole the hearts of the audience. 
The annual play titled 'Inside Out' showcased the consequences and portrayal of emotions
and memories. The young performers of the play touched the hearts of everyone with their
power packed performance.
The SVISG choir motivated everyone to be self- empowered and to face the challenges life
throws at us with their gleeful singing of the song ‘Unstoppable’.
A beautiful rendition of the Sufi folk song, “Dama Dam Mast Qalandar” in Sindhi showed a
beautiful connection between culture and folk. Students also presented a Sindhi song and
dance composition on “Ho Jamalo, Khati Aayo Khair Saan” meaning “Oh great Jamalo, you
have come victorious without facing any loss.” 
Presenting warm greetings and the emotions of friendship, the euphonious singers of the
Middle School performed a welcome song in French on “Bonjour, Comment cava?” The song
and dance performance reflected beauty and joy. 
 The young yogis of SVISG skilfully demonstrated yoga asanas to help strengthen our mind
and body- encouraging all to make yoga a part of their lives.
Finally, to remind the audience that life is a carnival, the Spanish troop of girls beautifully
dressed in red, performed on ‘La Vida Es Un Caranval’, ‘Life is a Carnival’. 
The Principal, Ms Santosh Vyas presented the Annual School Report  thanked the Chief
Guest, the august members of the management, the parents, staff members and especially
the students .
 After the felicitation of the Chief Guest, the Prize Distribution Ceremony was conducted to
laud the exemplary performers in various fields. This was followed by the Chief Guest’s
address to the parents, students and staff members. The Middle School Annual Report was
read by the Middle School Captain, Ananya Verma. 
Ms. Rajni Teckchandani, Vice Principal SVISG proposed the Vote of Thanks.

ANNUAL DAY CELEBRATIONS 
 (MIDDLE SCHOOL) 2022
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GLIMPSES OF JUNIOR
SCHOOL ANNUAL DAY

GLIMPSES OF MIDDLE
SCHOOL ANNUAL DAY

"The woman-soul shall lead us upward, onward, Godward."
-J.P. Vaswani 
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CBSE organized a Delhi State Chess
Championship 2022 at Delhi Heritage School
from 12th -14th December 2022. Aaradhya
Gupta V-B, Sanjana Mudavath VI-C, Purvanshi
VII-B, Ajooni Kaur Bajaj VII-C, Purvi VIII-A
participated in the under 14 girls’ category.
They won the silver Medal in their category
and qualified for CBSE Chess Nationals to be
held at Chandigarh from 14th -17th January
2023. Bharti Bhatti of Class XI-A won the
board prize also.

CBSE Chess
Championship 2022-23

·Chess is an excellent tool to reinforce critical
thinking and intellectual ability. 
·In the era of technology where the older
generations find it impossible to build affinity with
their children and grandchildren, our School, SVISG
in association with Soul to Soul Foundation
organized a unique Inter-Generational Chess
Tournament on Saturday, 24th December, 2022 to
bring them back together.
·Chess enthusiasts from varied age-groups
participated, with the youngest and oldest players
aged 4 years to 67 years respectively. This included
chess players from several schools in under-14 age
category, parents as well as grandparents. 
·The players put out their best skills and efforts to
compete in the seven-round tournament.
·The grand chess tournament was successfully
concluded with the enthralling faces of the winners
and an amazing experience of the generations
coming together with the spirit of sportsmanship.

Soul Chess Grand Tournament

"These hands have been given to us not for slaughter but to save!"
-J.P. Vaswani 
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"You cannot cheat others without first cheating yourself."
-J.P. Vaswani 
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